The following proposed amendments are formatted to allow you to see the current bylaw wording and the wording of the bylaw provision if the bylaw amendment is adopted. Current bylaw wording is written in *italics*. Proposed new wording or changes are not in italics. New wording and changes are done in **bold**. Amendments are numbered to follow the sequence within the current approved bylaw document.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT 1:

ARTICLE VII: MEMBERS AND DUES
Section 9

To Amend ARTICLE VII: Section 10. BY INSERTING the words, a local PTA/PTSA unit member’s dues and required information to Arizona PTA for the member after the word receipt and the phrase by 11:59pm on before March 1 in the sentence.

Current wording
ARTICLE VII: MEMBERS AND DUES
Section 9

The final deadline for receipt of membership in order to qualify for voting privileges at local PTA/PTSA unit elections and at the annual Arizona PTA convention shall be March 1st of each year.

If adopted
ARTICLE VII: MEMBERS AND DUES
Section 9 will read:

The final deadline for receipt of a local PTA/PTSA unit member’s dues and required information to Arizona PTA for the member to qualify for voting privileges at local PTA/PTSA unit elections and at the annual Arizona PTA convention shall be by 11:59pm March 1 of each year.

Rationale: Adding the time stamp will clarify any confusion on when the exact deadline is to be a voting member for elections. Adding the words “required information” is needed for local PTA/PTSA unit members to be aware that information is required in addition to the monetary dues payment.